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1
Imprinted genes are expressed from one parental allele only as a consequence of epigenetic 2 events that take place in the mammalian germ line and are thought to have evolved through 3 intra-genomic conflict between parental alleles. We demonstrate, for the first time, 4 oppositional effects of imprinted genes on brain and behavior. Specifically, here we show 5 that mice lacking paternal Grb10 make fewer impulsive choices, with no dissociable effects 6 on a separate measure of impulsive action. Taken together with previous work showing that 7 mice lacking maternal Nesp55 make more impulsive choices this suggests that impulsive 8 choice behavior is a substrate for the action of genomic imprinting. Moreover, the 9 contrasting effect of these two genes suggests impulsive choices are subject to intra-10 genomic conflict and that maternal and paternal interests pull this behavior in opposite 11 directions. Finally, these data may also indicate that an imbalance in expression of imprinted 12 genes contributes to pathological conditions such as gambling and drug addiction, where 13 impulsive behavior becomes maladaptive. 14 
INTRODUCTION
1
Imprinted genes are expressed from one parental allele only as a consequence of epigenetic 2 events that take place in the mammalian germ line (FERGUSON-SMITH 2011). Functionally, 3 imprinted genes converge on specific biological processes that have prominent importance 4 in mammals, such as in utero growth, metabolism and behavior (PETERS 2014; WILKINS et al. Grb10 is currently a unique example of an imprinted gene that is expressed from the 11 maternal allele only in some tissues, and the paternal allele only in others (ARNAUD et al. together these data are consistent with the conflict theory of the evolution of imprinted 11 genes and as such provide the first direct evidence for intra-genomic conflict impacting 12 adult behavior. 13 
14
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
15
Grb10
+/p mice make less impulsive choices 16 We used the delayed-reinforcement task to examine impulsive choice behavior (ISLES et al. 
Figure 1 Grb10
+/p mice make less impulsive choices on a delayed-reinforcement task.
Behavior of both Grb10 +/p and WT mice changed across session blocks (blk) with increasing delay, such that choice bias moved away from the response leading to the large reward towards the small reward, with increasing delay (A). However, there were systematic differences between the groups in their behavior, such that Grb10 +/p animals switched their choice to the small, less delayed reward less quickly than WT mice.
When the delay associated with the large and small rewards was equal (1s) throughout the session (B), choice bias was consistently high (large reward chosen approximately 80% of the time). Under these task conditions there were no differences in choice bias between manipulation. Therefore, whilst the between-group behavioral differences were clearly 10 influenced to a large degree by a differential tolerance to delay the present data do not rule 11 out influences due to aversion and reward perception 12 
13
Grb10
+/p mice show no difference in impulsive action 14 In contrast to impulsive choice, there was no difference between Grb10 +/p and WT mice on a 15 measure of impulsive action. The stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) task measures the ability 16 to stop an action once initiated by presenting a stop-signal (in this case an auditory tone) 17 during a rapid response between two stimuli locations (the 'go-response'). Correctly 18 inhibiting the go response will earn reward in a 'stop' trial, whereas reward was also 19 presented on completing a go-response in trials where no stop-signal was presented.
20
Throughout the training stages of the SSRT task, all subjects showed show equivalent 21 behavior in learning the task and Grb10 +/p and WT mice acquired the task at the same rate 22 (sessions taken to complete the task, Grb10 +/p : 42.4± 9.8, WT: 40.8±4.5, t 20 =0.54, p=0.59). Figure 2B ; t=17, p=0.87).
7
There were also no differences in the Go-response between Grb10 +/p and WT mice, in terms Nesp55 make more impulsive choices, whereas mice lacking paternal Grb10 make fewer 22 impulsive choices, relative to their littermate controls. These effects were highly specific in 23 that they occurred in the absence of deficits in either model on responding in the SSRT task.
24
The idea that these oppositely imprinted genes converge on discrete aspects of impulse noting also that genes with known roles in impulsive behaviour (eg DAT, DRD1 or DRD2) 13 were not associated either, suggesting that a lack of signal in GWAS does not necessarily within the locus coeruleus (LC) (a-c), the hypothalamus (HYP) (d-f) and the dorsal raphe nuclei (DRN) (g-i). LC and HYP images at x40 magnification, DRN at x20. 1 We also suggest these data are consistent with the intra-genomic conflict theory of the 1 evolution of imprinted genes, providing the first direct evidence for oppositional effects of 2 imprinted genes on an adult behavior. In this context, the examples of Nesp55-and Grb10- Imprinted genes are thought to have evolved as a consequence of conflicting phenotypic 10 "interests" between maternal and paternal genes that causes an escalating arms race in 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
4
Animals
5
All procedures were conducted in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) 6 Act 1986. Subjects were male mice, and were 4 months old at the start of testing, which was 7 completed after 6-months. Operant testing apparatus 18 All the sessions of the delayed reinforcement task and SSRT task were performed in 9-hole solution of condensed milk). The response contingencies were kept constant for each 18 mouse, but were counterbalanced between subjects. In block 1 both responses led to the 19 delivery of reward after a 1s delay. In blocks 2 and 3 increasing delays were introduced 20 between the response and the delivery of the large reward (8s, 16s, respectively) whereas 21 the delay between response and delivery of the small reward was fixed at 1s. As a probe to 22 test the effect of the delays on behavior, sessions were conducted where the delay 23 associated with the large reward was fixed at 1s, equivalent to that associated with the 1 small reward, throughout all three blocks of the session. 2 The bias in choice of the larger reward at each block (whereby always choosing the large 3 reward=1; never choosing the large reward=0) was the main measure used to determine 4 impulsive responding. Additional measurements that related to general motoric 5 competence and motivation within the task were also monitored, including the 'Start' and 6 'Choice' latencies, the time taken to initiate a trial and the time taken to make a choice once 7 a trial was initiated, respectively. Also measured were the number of 'Non-started' (no baseline, the stop-signals were presented concurrently with the initial nose-poke response. 22 To maintain high levels of performance of both go and stop responding, the go stimulus also assessed. Additional measurements that related to general motoric competence and 12 motivation within the task were also monitored, including the "initiation" and "magazine" 13 latencies, the time taken to initiate a trial and the time taken to collect the reward. Also 14 measured was the number of trials completed for any given session. over-night in a dark dust-free environment. The mounted slides were then dehydrated 16 through a process of incubation in a rising concentration of alcohol, followed by xylene, 17 then cover-slipped and sealed using DPX (Raymond Lamb DPX), and allowed to dry over- Appendix S1 (Excel spread sheet). Individual animal data for the SSRT task can be found in 21 Appendix S2 (Excel spread sheet). All other datasets in the current study are available from 22 the corresponding author on reasonable request. Genetics and Genomics (G0801418), of which ARI, TH and LSW are members, and which also 5 supported KL via a PhD studentship. 
